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Overview of ASD

Outline
➢

Overview of Autism Spectrum Disorders (ASD)

➢

Overview of language

➢

Behavioral supports

➢

Receptive language supports



Persistent deficits in social communication and social
interaction across multiple contexts

➢

Q+A



NOTE: handouts available at www.AbramsonAAC.com/handouts

Restricted, repetitive patterns of behavior, interests, or
activities

➢

➢

AbramsonAAC.com



Autism is an increasingly pervasive problem




1 in 54 in USA according to the Center for Disease Control,
yet 1 in 40 children in the US as of 2018 according to a
survey conducted by the American Academy of Pediatrics

Core diagnostic criteria in the DSM-V:

Autism Alliance

Overview of ASD:

Overview of ASD:

Language and behavior can be interrelated

Language and behavior can be interrelated

Communication difficulties are part of the diagnosis of ASD:
 Deficits in receptive language (e.g., Boddaert et al., 2003)
 Difficulty with verbs, prepositions and descriptors (Schlosser & Sigafoos, 2002)
Behaviors may result from challenges related to comprehension and not understanding
task expectations
 Uncertainty as to what do to/how to act
 Uncertainty as to how long something will last – time is highly abstract!
 Uncertainty as to vocabulary related to the task (e.g., TOMORROW we’ll go to the
amusement park)
This can cause:
 Reduced comprehension of task expectations
 Reduced motivation to participate
 Maladaptive behaviors – intentional or not
 Dependence - rather than independence
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Estimated 1/3 - 1/2 of population with autism do not have functional speech (Miranda,
2003)
 More recent estimates: ~25% of children with autism spectrum disorder (ASD) do
not develop functional speech (Eigsti, de Marchena, Schuh, & Kelley, 2011; Rose,
Trembath, Keen, & Paynter, 2016)



Regardless of ability to use speech, many learners have significant impairments
expressing themselves. This causes a reduced ability to:
 Simply express themselves
 Obtain basic wants and needs
 Engage with others appropriately
 Self-advocate
 Bargain
 …
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Overview of ASD:
Language and behavior can be interrelated
NOW… PAUSE:
 Think about what ***you*** have experienced over the past few months
 …And your other children
 …and your friends….
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Side note:
Self-care slide!
From www.
AffinityConsulting.
Info
- remember
we’re all human!

 There have been so many emotions and so much confusion - and we have

language. We can express ourselves…

COVID
Tip 1:
Make sure
you take care
of yourself!

Overview of ASD:

Overview of ASD:

Language and behavior can be interrelated

Language and behavior can be interrelated

Expression with for individuals with moderate-to-severe ASD often therefore
tends to be:





Based upon physiological reactions (e.g., shivering, crying)



Physical (e.g., bringing a toy to a communication partner, pulling a
communication partner to a preferred item).



Behavioral (e.g., tantrums, aggressions)

Examples of characteristics in individuals with moderate-severe autism:

The aforementioned messages require interpretation, which often leads to

➢

misinterpretations and communication breakdowns (even from informed
caregivers)

➢

The result is often frustration, and related demonstrations of
frustration.

➢

Behavioral issues and abnormalities are also part of the
diagnosis of ASD



Repetitive behaviors and patterns



Preference for order



Rigid thinking patterns/routines



Intolerance to change or novelty



Challenges related to unexpected changes in their routines/surprises



Anxiety



Challenges related to expression of language



Challenges related to comprehension of language



Lack of understanding of social rules and social norms (e.g., volume control, saying hi)



Restricted interests



Attention issues

Overview of ASD:
Language and behavior can be interrelated
Behaviors may also result from challenges
related to language expression
•

T:
•

22 year old woman with ASD and Down syndrome

•

Transitioned to a new residential placement in October 2017

•

Personality: Enjoys painting nails, singing and dancing. Highly social.

•

Updates (March 2018): She had been throwing tables over, throwing
objects, crying, screaming.
•

Shortly after I saw her, I was informed that her iPad with TouchChat had
been for the previous 5 months!
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COVID Tip 2:
Make sure
communication
supports are
available!

Why use visuals?
Visual supports used for the purpose of:


Provide sustained referents



Allow for sufficient processing time (e.g., Hodgen, 1995; Shane and Weiss-Kapp, 2008)



Promoting participation



Reducing prompt dependency



Expanding utterances



Providing a platform through which language can be efficiently modeled using
multimodalities



Organizing expressive language through enhanced knowledge of syntax and illustrating
syntax and semantic relations



Reducing pronoun confusion



Expanding the pragmatic functions for which language is used (e.g., beyond requesting)



Reducing the cognitive load by providing a means through which the learner can more
easily recognize, rather than recall, what he is trying to say



Reducing frustration associated with communication failure/learned helplessness



Reducing echolalia
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Why use visuals?
Visuals can:
 Capitalize on strengths in:
 Concrete thinking
 Rote memorization
 Strong visual processing skills (e.g., Althaus, de Sonneville, Minderaa,
Hensen & Til, 1996; Shah & Frith, 1993; Thaut, 1987)


Compensate for weaknesses in:
 Acquisition of spoken language skills
 Abstract thinking
 Social cognition
 Communication
 Attention



Visuals help learners better:







A VERY Quick
Review of
Language

Understand task expectations
Prepare for [changes to] their day
Have a sense of control
Self-monitor to participate in non-preferred activities
Prepare for upcoming transitions
Away from preferred activities and/or TO non-preferred activities

Let’s take a step back
What is language?
In the Autism Language Program at Boston Children’s Hospital, seven
pragmatic functions for which all competent communicators use
language have been identified:

Let’s take a step back
What is Language:
A socially shared code or conventional system for representing concepts
through the use of arbitrary symbols and rule-governed combinations of
those symbols.
(Owens, 2005, p.7)

Protests

2)

Requests

Commenting/Labeling

3)

6)

1)

4)

Directives

5)

Questions

“Stop”

Transitioning and Organization
7)

Social Pragmatics

Let’s take a step back
What is Language:
A socially shared code or conventional system for representing concepts
through the use of arbitrary symbols and rule-governed combinations of
those symbols.
(Owens, 2005, p.7)
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Let’s take a step back
What is Language:
A socially shared code or conventional system for representing concepts
through the use of arbitrary symbols and rule-governed combinations of
those symbols.
(Owens, 2005, p.7)
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Language
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Language

To communicate, we must understand:
symbols mean
to use those symbols

Let’s take a step back:
To teach how we symbolize our thoughts, we often use
visuals; however, if a learner CANNOT MATCH:
➢ 3-D objects to 3-D objects

What Language Allows:
Language allows us to discuss items not available in the immediate
environment
Without language to represent your thoughts and you want something, you
have a few options:
1)

Aggressing – grabbing items from someone else

2)

Climbing and attempting to physically obtain items independently

3)

Crying / giving up / hoping someone can interpret what your needs are

Language
Least
Symbolic

➢ 2-D photographs to 2-D photographs
➢ And/or 3-D objects to 2-D photographs

Then it MAY be the case that he/she does not use 2-D photographs or picture
symbols because he/she does NOT understand them (or that the task isn’t
motivating!)
“She doesn’t want to use PECS”

Language

3-d photographs and
object proxies

Least
Symbolic

2-d photographs with
backgrounds removed
2-d photographs
with backgrounds

Picture symbols

Picture symbols

Line drawings
Text

Language

Line drawings
Most
symbolic

Text

Language

3-d photographs and
object proxies

Least
Symbolic

3-d photographs and
object proxies

2-d photographs with
backgrounds removed
2-d photographs
with backgrounds

2-d photographs with
backgrounds removed
2-d photographs
with backgrounds

Picture symbols

Picture symbols

Line drawings
Most
symbolic

3-d photographs and
object proxies

2-d photographs with
backgrounds removed
2-d photographs
with backgrounds

Most
symbolic

Least
Symbolic

“He’s non-compliant with PECS”

(It could also be the case that they are not motivated to demonstrate such
knowledge!)

Text
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Line drawings
Most
symbolic

Text
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Language

Language

Speaking of picture symbols….
Take a guess at what these symbols mean

Least
Symbolic

3-d photographs and
object proxies
2-d photographs with
backgrounds removed
2-d photographs
with backgrounds

Picture symbols
Line drawings

Most
symbolic

Language
Least
Symbolic

Text

Language
Transparent

3-d photographs and
object proxies

3-d photographs and
object proxies
2-d photographs with
backgrounds removed
2-d photographs
with backgrounds

Iconicity

2-d photographs with
backgrounds removed
2-d photographs
with backgrounds

Least
Symbolic

Picture symbols

Picture symbols
Line drawings

Line drawings
Most
symbolic

Opaque

Text

Chocolate chip cookie

Aided Symbol Sets: Tangible Symbols

➢

3-D Object Proxies: Object proxies are familiar and
recognizable 3-D symbols that can be used to support
symbolic communication.

Chocolate
chip

Text

cookie

Language

➢

Most
symbolic

Language
Aided Symbol Sets: Tangible Symbols
➢

3-D Object Proxies and 3-D photographs:

Often they are physical objects that have been altered in
some way.
➢

For example, an empty bag of chips stuffed with paper towels
may serve as an object proxy for a full bag of chips. Object
proxies can often provide an effective introduction to symbolic

communication as they are highly concrete and relatively easy
to associate with a referent.

J. Abramson | AbramsonAAC.com
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Language

Language and implications

Aided Symbol Sets: Tangible Symbols
➢

3-D Object Proxies and Photographs

➢

Miniature Objects (e.g., mini fork) **

➢

Partial Objects (e.g., puzzle piece) **

COVID
Tip 3:
Everything should still be customized!
Just because you see one idea on the
internet, it doesn’t mean it will work
for your child, at least without
modifications. Similarly, I have some
general ideas for you… but I have not
met your child – and everything
should be customized to your child’s
individuals interests and needs!

QUESTION: What can be challenging about using miniatures/partial
objects for learners such as those w/ ASD who are very concrete thinkers?

Transitions and Organization /
Behavioral Supports

Visuals to support behavior management:
First/Then Displays:
First/Then displays illustrate two sequential activities.



Imagine you thought this talk was 5 minutes long…



(or imagine you thought lockdown would last 14 days!)


Often the second activity is more preferred than the initial activity, allowing
these to be used to incentivize the learner to participate in the initial activity



There are limits to what can be conveyed by a First/Then display



The learner must recognize the symbols used in the display, and often must be
explicitly taught the concept of first/then through repeated exposures



The learner must also understand that sequential activities are being
illustrated

Timers, Countdowns, First/Then Displays can help make tangible the

highly abstract fourth dimension that is time!




If they already have visuals they are used to
using at school, use them!

COVID Tip 4:
WE KNOW our kids

Imagine if you couldn’t read, what
differentiates this from the choice boards
you’ve been using?

benefit from routines.
Try to give them as
much of a routine as
possible! Use familiar
displays, if possible

Visuals to support behavior management
Countdown Displays

Visuals to support behavior management:
Visual schedules – general notes


Schedules can be used to:


Improve a sense of control / reduce anxiety



Serve as a “contract” that both the learner and mentor must follow



Improve independence


Decreases need for spoken and physical prompting (Dettmer, Simpson, Myles &
Ganz, 2000)



Decreases response latency (i.e., the time required to start a task) (Dettmer,
Simpson, Myles & Ganz, 2000)



Improve flexibility



Improve self-regulation and ability to cope with change



Reduce frustration by clarifying abstract information



Encourage participation



Decreases aggressive behaviors and increases cooperative behaviors (Dooley, Wilczenski
& Torem, 2001)



Promote engagement (e.g., MacDuff et al., 1993)



COVID Tip 5:

We all need
incentives –
Countdown displays depicts the number of trials required prior to cessation ofespecially
an
now!
activity or a break. Can often promote self-monitoring abilities (e.g., Oh, I just
have
2 obvious.
Make
them
left!? I can do that… )


Effective for use with those who are resistant to participating in adult-directed
activities

Nice resource: https://www.merakilane.com/visual-schedules-for-children-withautism-how-and-why-they-work/

J. Abramson | AbramsonAAC.com
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Visuals to support behavior management
Token boards



Token boards are similar in style and function to countdown
boards
❖

Effective for use with those who are resistant to
participating in adult-directed activities – especially if
there is limited awareness of numbers

Transitions and
Organization
Visual Timers


First/Then Displays with Embedded Countdowns and Timers
First/Then Displays with Embedded Countdowns and Timers are hybrid displays,
which present a traditional first/then display in conjunction with supplemental information
such as:
• How long the learner must participate in an activity prior to a break/different activity
• How long each activity will last
• How long the learner can enjoy something before he/she must transition away from it
❖ Effective for use with those who are resistant to participating in adult-directed
activities who would can tolerate and would benefit from additional information

Behavioral Supports
First Then displays– Expansion
Consider other modifications to traditional first/then displays – for instance, this
consequential first/then, if/then schedule can be used to illustrate the potential outcomes
of a specified behavior.

This can be complicated – it’s not for everyone!

(free; iOS)
N.B.: No seconds and alerts are limited



Time Timer Application
(varies; iOS and Droid)
Can repeat, change alert, save many timers, etc






Visuals to support behavior management:

The iOS 7(+) clock is a great free resource
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Online egg timer



(free; computer)
www.online-stopwatch.com /eggtimer-countdown

Behavioral Supports
First Then displays– Expansion

Visuals to support behavior management
Daily Schedules and activity schedules

First/then, If/then Consequential Schedule

Check out materials at
AbramsonAAC.com/handouts

First Then Visual Schedule HD
(Good Karma Apps)

J. Abramson | AbramsonAAC.com

Effective for use with
those who are:
• resistant to
participating in adultdirected activities
• anxious about future
activities
• demonstrating
perseverative
behaviors

Examples:
- Low-tech
• First/Then Visual Schedule
(HD) - 9.99 (14.99)
• Choiceworks - 9.99
• Visual Routine - 4.99
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Visuals to support behavior management
Co-Constructed Schedules
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Transitions and
Organization
Temporal Concepts
Sliding Temporal Display



Co-constructed schedules are visual
schedules created by a mentor and a learner,
used to decrease rigidity and promote
participation in non-preferred or alternative
activities



Most helpful when learners are highly
resistant to participating in adult-directed
activities, yet they understand schedules

Visuals to support behavior managementWeekly and Monthly Visual Calendars
Weekly and Monthly Visual Calendars : Provide a weekly or monthly overview of upcoming, current
and past events. Most successful when basic temporal concepts are understood, or in conjunction
with learning opportunities. Can be pictorial in nature.

Visuals to support behavior management
Positive Reinforcement Displays
A Positive Reinforcement Display clearly depicts the behavioral expectations (e.g., quiet hands, quiet feet) and the
reward for demonstrating such behavior. Learners receive frequent reinforcement for demonstrating target
behaviors.

NOTE: Do NOT introduce this after poor behaviors are observed – otherwise,
everyone will kick and hit if they know they can then get a chance to play on a tablet!
Visual Schedule Planner By Good Karma Apps

Behavioral Characteristics of
ASD
For those who are perseveratively speaking about one topic

Transitions and
Organization
Social Stories or Book Previews
Prepare individuals for what is to be expected

Consider use of:


Visual timers to illustrate and establish boundaries:



Conversational choice displays: Essentially, a conversational
menu from which the learner can choose a new topic



Positive Reinforcement displays for conversational topics



****I don’t give shots!***

We can talk about trains for 3 more minutes, then we’re all done

Kid in Story Book Maker ($8.99 and worth every penny!)

J. Abramson | AbramsonAAC.com
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Teaching new household
skills / ADLs

Directives
Object Cues

Following directions goals:


Follow familiar 1-step directives (e.g., come here, sit down)



Follow novel directives



Follow multi-step directives

Ability to follow novel and/or multi-step directives supports an individuals
ability to be independent (e.g., within classroom instruction, ADLs, etc.)

Directives
•

Directives

Video Modeling
•

Importance of imitation for learning

•

Master’s Thesis Study at Boston Children’s Hospital


Accuracy in face-to-face conditions: ~20%



Accuracy in video modeling condition: ~80%

Functional Example of a
Video Modeling

Directives
“Static Scene Cues” (Boston Children’s Hospital)
-

Providing reduced prompting
Same principles apply

Organize scene cues to promote success and
independence using:
Pictures around the house (e.g., how to wash your
hands, in the bathroom)
Use Photo Albums in devices
Use scheduling apps for phones or tablets

J. Abramson | AbramsonAAC.com

Directives
Goal:
Promote
independence

Functional
Example:
Pack your
lunch
(week 1!)
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Wearing Masks

tip

Directives

We hardly got into the meat and potatoes of communication expansion

We need to use the aforementioned to help kids be ‘ready to learn’ before
we can get into true language expansion
Please note a bunch of important tips and points:

•

Have them pick out fabric or help make a mask. Check out themes (e.g., spiderman example)

•

Practice and Model use of the mask at home. Practice with stuffed animals, too – and play
games with them!

•

Praise attempts with spoken language and/or token board etc

•

Make sure the mask is comfortable! Check out

•

https://www.washingtonpost.com/lifestyle/2020/05/11/some-autistic-people-cant-tolerateface-masks-heres-how-were-managing-with-our-son/
•

6/10/2020

•

•

MODEL use of visual language! “Aided Language Stimulation” or “Aided Language Input”
(etc.) are crucial to allow learners to see how new vocabulary is used and to see how old
vocabulary is used in different ways! Comment. Joke. Direct others. Share info.

•

The demands placed on the learner will influence, positive or negatively, how well *it* is
used. Do not approach AAC as a quiz; make communication fun, functional and enjoyable
whenever possible!

•

Look at Vocabulary Selection – poor vocabulary (e.g. irrelevant, non-motivating, noncustomized) can lead to device abandonment. Is the vocabulary only related to school? Is
there anything he/she can use at home? Anything he/she WANTS to use at home?

•

Remember: communication should be fun! There is so much more to language than
simply requesting! Again, comment, joke, direct others, share information, etc.

Be mindful of anxiety, sensory, vision, smell, epilepsy

BCH Hospital Story: My Hospital Story: Wearing a Mask:
https://extapps.childrenshospital.org/EFPEC/Home/Sheets/6310

Check out the Sesame Street/CNN Town Hall:
https://www.cnn.com/2020/04/25/app-news-section/cnn-sesame-street-coronavirus-town-hallapril-25-2020-app/index.html
Elmo face masks and handwashing segment- lots of language requirements here

Stay in control whenever possible. Choose a few routines a day (and gradually increase) to
require symbolic communication. If a child does not use a symbol (e.g., visual support,
manual sign, spoken approximation) and is highly motivated to obtain or do something,
require symbolic communication, even if you need to assist them. Move preferred items
out of the way.

tip

tip

tip

tip

tip

Thank you!
Questions/Comments
Contact:
Jennifer.Abramson.SLP@gmail.com
www.AbramsonAAC.com
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